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Synopsis

Reliable and straightforward, this text has helped thousands of students learn to write well. Jean Wyrick’s rhetorically organized STEPS TO WRITING WELL WITH ADDITIONAL READINGS is known for its student-friendly tone and the clear way it presents the basics of essay writing in an easy-to-follow progression of useful lessons and activities. Through straightforward advice and thoughtful assignments, the text gives students the practice they need to approach writing well-constructed essays with confidence. With Wyrick’s helpful instruction and the book’s professional samples by both well-known classic and contemporary writers, STEPS TO WRITING WELL WITH ADDITIONAL READINGS sets students on a solid path to writing success. Everything students need to begin, organize, and revise writing--from choosing a topic to developing the essay to polishing prose--is right here! In the ninth edition, Wyrick updates and refines the book’s successful approach, adding useful new discussions, readings, exercises, essay assignments, and visual images for analysis. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections
http://gocengage.com/infotrac.
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Customer Reviews

A great book for improving writing skills!! the layout of the material is clear and simple to understand!! if every page of this book is followed then i assure you that by the end of this book you will be proud of yourself for improving your writing skills so much!! i had to get this for college and
have to say...i have improved a lot using this book!! ACED MY CLASS!!! :)

We had to buy this for my son’s English class. Honestly, you can learn everything you need to know about English free on the internet. You don’t need to purchase a book. But, you know, some classes require this junk. He probably could have completed the class without it.

This is an extremely helpful and detailed writing guide. It explores different types of essays, as well as common mistakes to be avoided for each type. It gives plenty of sample essays, both professional and written by students. It also includes examples of writing that needs improvement along with the rewritten better versions.

I’m have a learning disability and this book has helped me so much. The manner it breaks down sentence structure’s and explains it all allowed me not just learn but truly understand. I passed all of my college writing classes with A’s. I would not have done so without this book.

As a teacher at a community college, this textbook has improved every aspect of my class. If you’re a teacher, I highly recommend it. They have a free instructor’s guide that goes along with this book if you sign up for an account on their website. This instructor’s guide is amazing, and the book itself is wonderful. It covers everything I want to cover, and it’s incredibly readable. This book and the accompanying instructor’s guide thing seriously changed my teaching and made me a much better teacher. It has everything you could want out of a textbook, and used copies are less than $20. I can’t say enough good things about this book. If you’re a teacher, give it a try. You won’t be disappointed. It has everything you need for everything you might want to cover. Jean Wyrick has done such a good job with this book. I know I’m sounding like an infomercial here, but it seriously changed my class, and I’m so thankful I found it. Give it a try.

Steps to Writing Well with Additional ReadingsPurchased this a while ago (long ago actually) for a college course I was taking. Price was perfect compared to book stores! However it did not say that is was the instructors edition (though not a big deal but had all the answers and other notes in it not normally in the student addition). Good purchase and I would purcahse from them again!

I recommend looking at ’s list for renting textbooks over B&N any day of the week, not only is the schedule for returns compatible to the school year but the low cost more than makes up for the
marks and doodles in the margins.

The book is good. It is very helpfull in the class I am taking. I cuts directly to the point.
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